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1. INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE 

The South African local government system is premised on bringing government closer to the 

people through both representative and participatory democracy. A central principle of the 

post-apartheid Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP) was the empowerment 

of poor and marginalised communities, through people-centred development that 

emphasises reliance on mobilising the energies of communities. 

The notion of an inclusive democracy continues to be a canon of governance thinking in the 

post-apartheid democratic era. Since the advent of local democracy in 2000, local 

government is seen as the key institution for making the political institutions of the state 

inclusive and is charged with the responsibility for deepening democracy by facilitating the 

participation of communities.  This, it is argued, is vital for the sustainability of the institution 

since participatory democracy is of particular importance at the local level, allowing the 

community to identify with the political institutions that govern them and fostering a sense 

of ownership over common resources. The rationale for such an approach is that there is 

inherent value in giving people space to influence the decisions that affect them.   

Indeed, globally, the primacy of citizen participation in the democratic process has gained 

significant traction. In particular, the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) of 2000 evolved 

into recognising the importance of localising the high level agenda through public 

participation in the decision making processes at local level. Shortly thereafter, in March 

2005, the Aberdeen Agenda of the Commonwealth emphasised the importance of all citizens 

having the opportunity to participate actively in local decision making and democratic 

processes. The successor to the MDGs, the Sustainable Development Goals, goes further in 

recognising and promoting the vital importance of participatory democracy at local 

government level in realising its objectives and ‘leaving no one behind’ in the process.  

Undoubtedly, one of the defining features of the democratic dispensation is the space it offers 

communities to participate actively in development decision-making. At local level, one of the 

key mechanisms for public participation is the ward committee system. The White Paper on 

Local Government made it clear that the central role of ward committees is the facilitation of 

local community participation in decision which affects them, the articulation of local 

community interests and the representation of these interests.  

While government has opened up political spaces for public participation in local decision-

making processes through progressive policy and enabling legislation, translation of this into 

practice remains a challenge.  How this has played out in the evolution of practice is the key 

theme of this research assignment. 

The purpose of this study is therefore twofold.  
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First, it seeks to understand the policy and legislative prescripts on citizen / public 

participation and the effect they have had in deepening local democracy, and to make 

recommendations to national government where it is believed that legislation hampers or 

circumvents effective citizen participation.  

Second, to what extent have the policy intentions and legislative equipment been utilised 

by communities and civil society to exercise their rights and hold their elected representatives 

accountable. An implementation manual to strengthen effective citizen participation and 

engagement is envisaged.  

2. BACKGROUND CONTEXT    

The South African government accepts that, while there is ample legislation in place 

encouraging citizen participation in decision making processes, participatory practice in the 

country is generally flawed. The Cabinet Lekgotla held in January 2017 noted that there was 

a widening gap between government and society, and that a growing trust deficit between 

the state and its citizens was becoming apparent. Government felt that people were losing 

faith in it, and one of the contributing factors was the functioning of the ward committee 

system.  

Local government, by its very nature of bringing government closer to the people, ought to 

make the translation of community needs into policy and development programmes more 

likely. Locally based decisions are often more practical and sustainable in that they 

acknowledge and accommodate local diversity and historic complexities that may exist within 

a particular locality. While the aim of community participation is for citizens to be in position 

to influence development priorities within their respective local municipalities and also be 

able to hold their respective local municipalities on the decisions and actions the 

municipalities take, in most cases communities are not included in their respective local 

municipalities’ planning and prioritising processes.  

While there are plenty of opportunities provided by the policy and regulatory framework for 

participation, the environment is often not conducive or enabling for communities to engage 

with their respective local municipalities on various issues.  There appears to be a general lack 

of cohesion and appreciation to a certain extent, in what community representatives are able 

to contribute to these (local government) processes.  This has created a disjuncture between 

what is provided in legislation, on the one hand, and procedures in local government 

development processes on the other. As a result, this leads to a mismatch of resources and 

needs, unaccountability in municipal decisions and actions, and the local municipal 

authorities acting with impunity.        

Disputes about which services are being delivered or not, at what pace and with what quality 

are core reasons for violent community protests. Communities often feel frustrated and angry 
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because they have no insight into what has gone wrong, at what stage of the process and for 

what reasons. Or because they know precisely what has gone wrong and at what stage, 

contrary to what they were told, but are being ignored.  

There appears to be a mismatch between the public’s low awareness and appetite / uptake 

of participatory structures and even lower realised levels of participation, on the one hand, 

and government’s expectations for public participation, on the other. Numerous platforms 

have been put forward by government, including IDP forums, ward committees (notably 

increasing the size from 10 to 30) and service delivery improvement projects. 

Notwithstanding these attempts, government has achieved limited progress in definitively 

repositioning and improving participatory measures to an extent that they would be 

substantive in their work and trusted by citizens to deliver. To what extent limited 

participation is government’s responsibility, if it has provided adequate avenues and 

legislative obligations for participation, is another question.   

Government has frequently been stepping in to supplement public participatory mechanisms 

both in terms of scope and effectiveness. However, there has been some concerns from 

different stakeholders including the Department of Cooperative Governance and Traditional 

affairs (COGTA) about the effectiveness of the ward committee system and public 

participation. COGTA has established a process of engaging different stakeholders i.e. 

municipalities, business, non-governmental organisations, civic bodies etc. in the process of 

reviewing the legislative framework regarding the ward committee system and public 

participation in general.  

This submission is aimed at assessing the effectiveness of existing policies and systems on 

public participation in local government, identify weaknesses/challenges and compile 

recommendations in order to enhance community participation in decision-making. The 

objectives and desired outcomes of the review process is also intended to give effect to the 

re-designing of applicable guidelines for various public participation models that may be 

applied across the spectrum. 

3. THE POLICY FRAMEWORK   

Based on the notion that local government is the sphere of government closest to the people, 

the Constitution mandates local government to provide democratic and accountable 

government to local communities and encourage the involvement of communities and 

community organisations in the matters of local government.  

In line with the constitutional framework, the White Paper on Local Government (1998) put 

forward a vision of developmental local government, one which is committed to working with 

citizens, groups and communities in meeting the social, economic and material needs of 

communities in a holistic way. 
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For many local citizens, their main contact with local government is through the consumption 

of municipal services, and it is here that municipalities need to focus on relationships with 

citizens and communities. “Municipalities need to be responsive to the needs of both citizens 

and business as consumers and end-users of municipal services. Improved customer 

management and service provision are critical to building an environment conducive to 

economic and social development.” Importantly, the White Paper notes that the 

development of a service-oriented culture requires the active participation of the wider 

community. Municipalities need constant feedback from service-users if they are to improve 

their operations. Local partners can be mobilised to assist in building a service culture.  

According to the White Paper, local government is uniquely placed to achieve this inclusivity. 

The White Paper emphasises that a key characteristic of the vision of developmental local 

government is that local government must play a central role in empowering, and improving 

the quality of life of their communities, “especially those members and groups within 

communities that are most often marginalised or excluded.”  

An inclusive form of governance requires that all the inhabitants of the community claim their 

rightful place in local government. But this requires a strong public that can interact with local 

government in an informed and directed manner and use the spaces available for 

participation on key decisions for more effective local solutions. In this regard, it is incumbent 

on local government to encourage and create conditions for the local community to 

participate in the affairs that govern them. 

Thus, community participation, in various forms and to varying degrees, is now a legal 

requirement in nearly every key municipal process. Municipalities are therefore tasked with 

developing mechanisms to ensure citizen participation in policy initiation and formulation, 

and the monitoring and evaluation of decision-making and implementation. Municipalities 

must promote the participation of communities in municipal processes by adopting inclusive 

approaches to fostering community participation, including strategies aimed at removing 

obstacles to, and actively encouraging, the participation of marginalised groups in the local 

community.  

“It must focus its efforts and resources on improving the quality of life of 

communities, especially those members and groups within communities that 

are most often marginalised or excluded, such as women and very poor 

people. Municipalities should develop strategies and mechanisms (including, 

but not limited to, participative planning) to continuously engage with citizens, 

business and community groups.” 
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In 2012, the National Development Plan (NDP) re-introduced the notion of an ‘active 

citizenry’.  

The NDP noted that public participation structures and processes have not yielded the 

democratic benefits as envisaged, and that the state has been inflexible to engage people in 

their own structures and forums created to self-organise and formulate community-led 

responses to issues.  

A particularly valuable contribution from the NDP was the recommendation for Integrated 

Development Plans (IDPs) to be municipality-led (rather than consultant-driven, as had been 

the practice in many municipalities), to be focused on the core priorities of local government, 

and for communities to be involved in the process of prioritisation and making trade-offs (i.e. 

making IDP processes 

deliberative, Presidency 

2012b:437-8). The explicit 

emphasis on deliberation and 

joint decision-making reflects a 

significant departure from 

current practices. Beyond this, 

however, the NDP gave little 

guidance on how to make this 

happen.  

Value of community participation – Jurisprudence  

In a landmark judgement in South Africa in 20061i, the Constitutional Court made it clear that 

community participation is particularly important to ensure that the interests of vulnerable 

groups in society are protected. The Court remarked that “participatory democracy is of 

special importance to those who are relatively disempowered in a country like ours where 

great disparities of wealth and influence exist”.  

 

 

                                                             
1 See Matatiele Municipality and Others v President of the Republic of South Africa and Others (2006) CCT 
73/05; Doctors for Life International v Speaker of the National Assembly and Others (2006) CCT 12/05. 
 

 

‘In many respects, South Africa has an active and vocal 

citizenry, but an unintended outcome of government 

actions has been to reduce the incentive for citizens to 

be direct participants in their own development. To 

prevent this practice from being entrenched, the state 

must actively support and incentivise citizen 

engagement...’ (Presidency 2012b:37). 
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As the sphere of government closest to the people, coupled with its developmental 

mandate, local government has a higher duty to facilitate the participation of its citizens in 

municipal affairs. 

Local government legislation incorporates this 

principle by emphasising the protection of 

vulnerable groups as a principle that permeates the 

legal framework for community participation in local 

government. The legislation makes it clear that in 

designing and implementing community 

participation strategies, the special needs of inter 

alia women and other disadvantaged groups must 

be taken into account. 

The Constitutional Court thus reinforced the 

importance of citizens’ voices in South Africa’s 

system of participatory democracy. It places the 

onus on local government, as the sphere of 

government closest to the people, to ensure that 

“the public is afforded a meaningful opportunity to 

engage with and contribute to the decisions that 

affect them”. The municipality’s duty in this regard 

further extends to ensuring that the citizens have the 

necessary information and opportunity to exercise 

this right.  

What is ultimately important is that the legislature 

(Council) has taken steps to afford the public a 

reasonable opportunity to participate effectively in 

the law-making process. Thus construed, there are 

at least two aspects of the duty to facilitate public 

involvement.  

o The first is the duty to provide meaningful 

opportunities for public participation in the 

law-making process.  

o The second is the duty to take measures to 

ensure that people have the ability to take 

advantage of the opportunities provided. 

In this sense, public involvement may be seen as “a 

continuum that ranges from providing information and building awareness, to partnering in 

BENEFITS OF 
COMMUNITY 

PARTICIPATION 

The Constitutional Court 

outlined the benefits of 

community participation as 

the following: 

• It provides vitality 

to the functioning of 

representative democracy; 

• It encourages 

citizens to be actively 

involved in public affairs; 

• It encourages 

citizens to identify 

themselves with the 

institutions of government; 

• It encourages 

citizens to become familiar 

with the laws as they are 

made; 

• It enhances the 

civic dignity of those who 

participate by enabling 

their voices to be heard 

and taken account of; 

• It promotes a spirit 

of democratic and 

pluralistic accommodation 

calculated to produce laws 

that are likely to be widely 

accepted and effective in 

practice; and 

• It strengthens the 

legitimacy of legislation in 

the eyes of the people. 
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decision-making”.2 Meaningful opportunity may include providing transportation to and from 

hearings or hosting radio programs in multiple languages on an important bill, and may well 

go beyond any formulaic requirement of notice or hearing.3 

The Court also stressed that public participation must be facilitated at a point in the decision-

making process where involvement by interested members of the public would indeed be 

meaningful. Participation in decision making processes is meaningful where they are 

concerned with the key decisions that a municipality must make. These decisions include the 

development of the multi-year strategic plan of the municipality, the budget, the passing of 

by-laws and decisions about the delivery of basic services. While participation does not 

guarantee specified outcomes, it is meant to reinforce the fact that participation should be a 

dialogue, where the views of communities should be able to impact outcomes. 

Ward representation   

The White Paper on Local Government makes it clear that the central role of ward committees 

is the facilitation of local community participation in decision which affects them, the 

articulation of local community interests and the representation of these interests. The object 

of a ward committee is to enhance participatory democracy in local government. It is not 

posited by the legislation as a governance structure, in that it is not a decision making 

structure within the municipality, such as a section 79 or 80 committee, but rather a formal 

communication channel between the ward community and the council and its political 

structures.  

The ward committee is thus seen as an ‘influencing agent’, in that it can make 

recommendations on any matter affecting the ward, to the ward councillor. It can also make 

recommendations through the ward councillor to the council, the executive 

mayor/committee or to the relevant sub-council.  

It is presumed that because ward councillors are directly elected by their communities, they 

would almost by implication, be representing the interests of their constituencies. If the 

constituency of a particular councillor is a marginalised community or a very poor one, it is 

thus presumed that the councillor elected by them would represent their interests on the 

municipal council. The proximity of citizens to their elected representatives also was believed 

to make it easier to call them to account. This is based on the assumption that ideally, the 

ratios of local representation will be small enough to ensure that all municipal councillors are 

“within reach” of their constituencies. Whether these assumptions have materialised in 

practice will be explored.   

                                                             
2 Drs for Life, para 129. 
3 Matatiele, para 67. 
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4. ANALYSIS: THE LEGISLATIVE EFFECT AND LESSONS FROM PRACTICE  
 

The world over, local governments are premised on the notion that the municipal institution 

belongs to the inhabitants of the locality. In South Africa, this position is legislated. 

Fundamentally, local government legislation defines a municipality as comprising of its 

political structures (council), its administration and the community. 

Local government legislation makes it clear that communities are an integral part of municipal 

governance of local government affairs. It is fair to say that South Africa has among the most 

elaborate policy and regulatory frameworks for local government and indeed citizen 

participation anywhere in the 

world.  

 

Having considered the policy 

intent and legislative provisions, 

what does the last 20 years tell 

us about the state of citizen 

participation or participatory 

democracy at local level 

pertaining to the key thematic 

areas below. In addition, 

valuable insights from 

practitioners (extracts from the 

questionnaire utilised for this 

research) are included in each 

thematic discussion.  

 

4.1. DO WE HAVE A CULTURE 

OF COMMUNITY 

PARTICIPATION? THE ROLE AND LIMITS OF THE LAW   

The bedrock of community participation in municipal affairs is chapter 4 of the Local 

Government: Municipal Systems Act, 32 of 2000 (hereinafter the Systems Act), which in 

essence (paraphrased and summarised in parts) provides thus:  

Section 16 - Development of culture of community participation 

 

Some key questions then would include:  

Have these provisions been implemented fully 

in most or all municipalities, even if it is a 

checklist or system in place to follow the letter 

of the law?  

Have these provisions, where followed, been 

implemented with the spirit intended, or has it 

imposed such onerous obligations on 

municipalities that it in fact is treated as a 

compliance check list?   

Is there a correlation between the previous 

question and the extent to which citizens are 

disgruntled with their institutions, as expressed 

in ‘community protests’ which has become 

common and frequent?  

Are the challenges and realities, as seen day-to-

day, a consequence of policy or practical 

failures, or are there other factors at play?  
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16. (1) A municipality must develop a culture of municipal governance 

that complements formal representative government with a system of 

participatory governance, and must for this purpose 

(a) encourage, and create conditions for, the local community 

to participate in the affairs of the municipality, including in 

formulation, review and implementation of its IDP, Budget, 

performance management systems and the provision of 

municipal services.  

b) contribute to building the capacity of— (i) the local 

community to enable it to participate in the affairs of the 

municipality; and (ii) councillors and staff to foster community 

participation; and use its resources, and annually allocate 

funds in its budget, as may be appropriate for the purpose of 

implementing paragraphs (a) and (b). 

Municipalities must promote the participation of communities 

in municipal processes by adopting inclusive approaches, 

including strategies aimed at removing obstacles to, and 

actively encouraging, such participation from the local 

community. 

Can we say confidently that most municipalities have developed 

such a culture? This is tricky, as it depends what is implied by a 

‘culture’ of community participation. I would separate it into a 

legislative and compliance culture, on the one hand, and a 

meaningful practical culture on the other.   

There can be little question that most municipalities in the 

country has given effect to the legislative requirements in terms 

of publishing IDPs, Programmes and Budgets and giving the 

public opportunity to comment and engage, providing public 

access to meetings, notifications and regular communication via 

radio and newspapers with communities. On this score, clearly 

the constitutional court’s expectations will be satisfied, in 

particular in comparison to the lack of these steps at other 

spheres of government where the problems arose in the 

judgments in which public participation was under the spotlight 

(Matatiele, Doctors for Life).  

There can be no question that in most other democracies the 

extent of community participation demanded in our 

dispensation would be a fantasy. We tend to forget just how 

progressive our local government legislation is, designed 

Legislating public 
participation – effects 
and limits of the law 

NGO Executive Director: “Public 

participation is couched as a right 

in the Municipal Systems Act and 

one could argue that this 

deliberate intent sought to locate 

citizens at the centre of local 

governance. Mechanisms were 

created to facilitate this active 

involvement of citizens in local 

governance”.  

Professor: There are some 

shortcomings in the law but the 

key problem is the capacity and 

appetite of municipalities to 

innovate about public 

participation. They are often 

inundated and locked in cyclical 

public participation exercises for 

compliance’s sake. 

Municipal Manager: The legal 

framework is in place and is 

adequate. The rub lies in the 

implementation by both 

government and residents, 

communities, civil society. 

Municipal Official: The concepts of 

“service delivery” and 

people/citizens becoming 

“customers” have contributed 

greatly in (local) government not 

working with communities and 

residents. Legislation, together 

with performance management, 

turned public participation into a 

tickbox exercise. 
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precisely to be people centered and ensure that communities always have a say in the affairs 

that govern them. Whether that say is utilised meaningfully or communities are educated 

enough in their rights and responsibilities is a different topic, but on the question of whether 

a (legislated) culture of community participation exists, there can be little question. Of course, 

there are municipalities where this is not the case at all. As mentioned by two respondents in 

the questionnaire –  

However, municipalities have seemingly adopted a ‘bare minimum’ compliance approach, 

viewing collaborative engagement, co-production or accountability as a legal necessity or 

even irritation, rather than an imperative empowering tool for communities to be part of their 

governance. And yet a developmental local government, as the White Paper on Local 

Government indicated, is not one with a tremendous amount of resources. Instead it is one 

that works with communities to find solutions to local problems and utilises the resources at 

its disposal, by relying on the collective energies of its inhabitants and partnerships to co-fund 

development projects. This would reflect a true culture (and not merely a legislative one) of 

meaningful community participation and engagement.  

In the face of serious fiscal constraints (which won’t ease up anytime soon), one would 

think it forces municipalities to become truly developmental in collaborating with 

communities to find workable, cost effective and innovative solutions to the mounting 

challenges. Unfortunately, as indicated by the respondent below (in their questionnaire), the 

opposite is true as the gap between the institutions of local government and communities 

they are supposed to serve seemingly widens. 

What is frustrating to most practitioners and commentators, and in fact other spheres of 

government, is likely the quality of participatory democracy and how, despite the presence 

of a ‘legislative culture’ of community participation, there can be such serious distrust and a 

disconnect between the ‘people’ and the institutions meant to serve them.  

So yes, it may be true to say that there is a culture of community participation in that all the 

legislative boxes are ticked. However, most Councils have found a way to ensure that 

community participation yields little change in municipal approaches, plans, policies and 

programmes. Municipal officials develop ready made plans which are approved by Council, 

then put out for comments and consultation, but then little changes in the final analysis. 

Communities then feel cheated and angered that councillors and officials would waste their 

time with consultation and engagement when it was a fait accompli. Ward committees will 

largely rubber stamp those plans. This then leads to declining participation (as we see 

currently) as communities feel there is no point in expending time and effort in participating, 

‘nothing will change’ and municipalities are powerful enough to do what they want.  

Integrated Development Planning and public input  

An anecdote provided by Prof Steven Friedman is instructive,  
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“Evidence of the workings of formal mechanisms at the local level is the case of 

Johannesburg, South Africa’s largest city. Its council, like others, has completed an 

Integrated Development Plan (IDP) in which it sought to include citizens in identifying 

priorities. It insists that consultation is not simply an exercise required by law: ‘The City 

of Johannesburg is committed to strengthening and extending public participation of 

stakeholders in all aspects of the life of Council’. But closer examination suggests that 

rhetorical enthusiasm for participation is not matched by practice. According to the 

council, a strategic agenda and ‘indicative budget allocations’ were agreed some five 

months before the consultation process–citizens were allowed to comment on an IDP 

which was largely a fait accompli.”4  

While this was more than thirteen years ago, it is still an accurate portrayal of the IDP process. 

However, in our view it is largely a consequence of the planning cycle more so than the 

willingness or otherwise of municipalities to ensure meaningful engagement with 

communities. The five months before referenced by Prof Friedman is in fact the formulation 

stage of the IDP and Budget, when indeed trade-offs and negotiations really take place. By 

the time the public engages with these drafts in April and May, there is no realistic prospect 

of any meaningful amendments that can be made just two months before implementation.  

However, it is important to note that section 16 of the Systems Act does oblige a municipality 

to create the necessary conditions for the community to participate in the “formulation 

review and implementation” of the IDP and Budget. Notably, the formulation stage, 

foreseeing no doubt that this is, as the Constitutional Court emphasised, the stage in the 

process where community engagement and consultation would be the most meaningful. Do 

any municipalities encourage and create the conditions for community participation during 

formulation of the IDP and Budget towards the end of the (prior) calendar year? Certainly not.  

While the timing is one thing the legislation can potentially address, this also calls for a far 

greater policy (monitoring, support and intervention) emphasis on the quality of participatory 

                                                             
4 International Institute for Labour Studies, Discussion paper no 164, Participatory governance and citizen action in post-

apartheid South Africa, Steven Friedman, Visiting Professor of Politics Rhodes University, 2006, page 8. 
  
 

On this score at least legislation has in fact not been implemented 

substantively at all in the practice of municipalities, as nearly all municipalities 

open spaces for public participation in the IDP and Budget process at the back 

end of the process, which is really the approval phase post March (-April-

June), and not during the formulation stage as in when the drafts are 

formulated, debated and decided upon. 
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democracy in each municipality, rather than its state of compliance. At present we have no 

such barometer to know which municipalities in fact actively promote participatory 

governance, and those which pay lip service to it. This certainly requires in depth work and 

further research, but an area that civil society should be much more active in providing.  

4.2. MECHANISMS OF PARTICIPATION – WARD COMMITTEES THE FOCAL POINT, 

OR ONLY POINT?  

Structure, formation and functionality  

Participation must take place through political structures or any committee or other collective 

structure of a municipality that has been elected, designated or appointed in terms of 

legislation. Of the various structures that fall within this definition, the ward committees and 

the sub-councils are most obvious. Ward councillors are also a vehicle for participation. 

The Municipal Structures Act, 117 of 1998, section 72 - 78, gives effect to the establishment 

of the ward committee system in municipalities. The Act stipulates the functions and powers 

of ward 

committees, it also stipulates the term of office of ward committee members, the vacancies, 

remuneration and dissolution of the ward committees. 

Part 4:  Ward committees 

72.   Only metropolitan and local municipalities of certain types may have ward committees — (1) Only 

metropolitan and local municipalities... may have ward committees. (2)  If a metropolitan or local 

municipality of a type referred to in subsection (1) chooses to establish ward committees, the 

provisions of this Part apply. (3) The object of a ward committee is to enhance participatory democracy 

in local government. 

73.   Establishment of ward committees — (1) If a metro or local council decides to have ward 

committees, it must establish a ward committee for each ward in the municipality. (2)  A ward 

committee consists of— (a) the councillor representing that ward in the council, who must also be the 

chairperson of the committee; and (b) not more than 10 other persons. (3)  A metro or local council 

must make rules regulating— (a) the procedure to elect the subsection (2) (b) members of a ward 

committee, taking into account the need— (i) for women to be equitably represented in a ward 

IN EFFECT, WARD COMMITTEES HAVE THREE MAIN ROLES:  

O FACILITATION OF LOCAL COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION IN 

DECISIONS WHICH AFFECTS THEM;  

O THE ARTICULATION OF LOCAL COMMUNITY INTERESTS; AND  

O THE REPRESENTATION OF THESE INTERESTS. 
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committee; and (ii) for a diversity of interests in the ward to be represented; (b) the circumstances 

under which those members must vacate office; and (c) the frequency of meetings of ward committees. 

(4)  A metro or local council may make administrative arrangements to enable ward committees to 

perform their functions and exercise their powers effectively. 

74.   Functions and powers of ward committees — A ward committee— (a) may make 

recommendations on any matter affecting its ward— (i) to the ward councillor; or (ii) through the ward 

councillor, to the metro or local council, the executive committee, the executive mayor or the relevant 

metropolitan subcouncil; and (b) has such duties and powers as the metro or local council may delegate 

to it in terms of section 32. 

WARD COMMITTEES IN PRACTICE 

Ward committees were put forward as one of the key mechanisms through which community 

participation could be fostered in a more structured way. Likely owing to the newness of the 

dispensation at the time, municipalities focused almost exclusively on ward committees and, 

bar a few examples, have not meaningfully pursued other alternatives to strengthen 

community participation.  

The legislation emphasises that only local and metro municipalities may establish ward 

committees. Of course nearly every local and metropolitan municipality has established them, 

so it is a moot point as to why the legislation provided a discretion to municipalities to 

establish them or not. Seeing the consequences now, the legislators perhaps foresaw the risks 

of entrenching one particular structure over others, but nonetheless sought to establish some 

formal mechanism through which community participation and representative democracy 

could be mobilised and channelled. Of course it was also a consequence of the time in which 

it was created, in which were still fresh out of mass civic activism and subsequent deliberative 

processes of rebuilding the country.  

Now, in an entrenched system and different times, in which technology and social media (for 

example) have become important communication and voicing tools in the public space, the 

need and desire for formal structures in which a few people participate and make decisions 

on behalf of others has very little to no appeal.  

The concern is that, while ward committees have a substantial role in mobilising community 

participation and its representation, it has in fact in many instances become the gate keepers 

of the ‘community’, so much so that even in Planact’s working session with ward committee 

members, community based organisations, civic movements, residents’ associations etc were 

labelled as ‘other structures’ (outsiders). Are these ‘other structures’ not integral to any 

society and in fact comprise the core of the ‘community’? It was also stated with apparent 

disdain that “some individuals also approach the municipality directly other than via ward 

committees.”  
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5 

So while ward committees were meant to be one of a range of community participation 

structures and avenues, and perhaps the focal point thereof, it has garnered an unfortunate 

reputation as an extension and gatekeeper of the political system in that ward, rather than a 

collective representative voice of the community interests. The ward committees have 

themselves, as evidenced above, been the cause of this reputation. Perhaps the territorial 

gate keeping is now linked to the financial incentives and gain associated with being a ward 

committee member. Little though it may appear to be (and intended to cover only necessary) 

expenses, for many it is a very useful source of income.   

It was also apparent from both workshops convened by Planact that most ward committee 

members do not know local government legislation and their actual responsibilities (apart 

from jockeying for and defending their position and that of the ward councillor). Most 

committee members were more concerned about the stipend than their powers and 

functions, and how they can improve participation in their respective communities.  

It gives some credence to the widely held view that most ward committees no longer serve a 

useful purpose other than to view themselves as the gate keepers of public participation. It 

gives an insight into why ward committees are ineffective and seen as part of the problem / 

political system, rather than an effective mobilising voice for citizens and communities. 

                                                             
5 Public Participation in local government: reflecting on the status quo, engaging with what needs to happen, 

Nontando Ngamlana. 
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However, it cannot be said that the legislative provisions are 

the cause of ward committees general conduct and 

behaviour playing out in practice as it has. That is more 

down to the manner in which it was interpreted and given 

effect to (to the exclusion of other mechanisms and 

avenues). 

In any event, even if ward committees are the only point of 

engagement, they have not been made part of a coherent 

sequential system of governance in which, for example, the 

first meeting in a month or quarter is the ward committee 

meeting, the key pointed minutes of the ward committees 

then inform the agendas and decisions/ recommendations 

of the portfolio (section 80) committees, which then are 

deliberated and decided upon in Council. And then formal 

feedback to the next ward committee meeting about the 

outcomes of the Council, why certain decisions were made, 

how it will feed into the planning cycle etc.  

Without such a structured and substantive focus, ward 

committees will remain a contesting ground for position and 

resources, rather than a mobilising and representative 

structure for communities they are intended to serve. In 

their current form and function, it does appear that ward 

committees adds little value to the decision making and 

accountability value chain.  

What of councillors as facilitators of public participation – 

chiefly ward councillors? 

S17(1)(d) of the Systems Act mentions that councillors are 

also a key mechanism through which community participation is to be mobilised. In particular, 

of course, ward councillors have been (for the best part of two decades) chairpersons of their 

ward committees and expected to play a leading role as a direct representative of their 

constituencies.  

We can confidently say that the legislative intent certainly was that ward committees and 

ward councillors were key mechanisms through which community participation could be 

mobilised, but that it needed to work to be the focal point and truly representative of 

community interests (collectively). Councillors were intended to reach out to their 

constituencies and engage with various interest groups in their own spaces, and operate far 

beyond the realms of the ward committee.  

Some pertinent 

questions need 

answering:  

o In practice, have ward 

councillors sought to 

represent all the constituent 

interest within their ward or 

only those represented within 

the ward committee? 

o What of those interest 

groups and majority of 

communities not represented 

within the ward committee? 

o Do ward councillors 

make an effort to reach out 

and engage all relevant 

interest groups where they 

are, or is the approach that 

those should come to us (ie. 

they must come to ward 

committee meetings if they 

want to be heard and if they 

want me to represent their 

interests)?  

o Moreover, have they 

only sought to represent 

community interests or party 

political interests? 
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While these questions (on the top right) can’t be comprehensively answered without further 

in-depth research, it is safe to draw general conclusions from the functioning of ward 

committees since these, and its attitudes to community participation, are driven and 

encouraged (or discouraged) by ward councillors.  

In this regard, it is clear that ward councillors see ‘their’ ward committees as the central 

point of community participation, and see themselves as the representative of their 

constituencies, thus not needing to go out and engage with all the various interest groups to 

understand what local government can do for and with them. Councillors my feel that they 

did all of that during campaigning and now understand the community needs and interests 

sufficiently (if they did not before) to do their job and try to pressure Council / the executive 

to attend to community needs and priorities in plans, budgets etc.  

Much has been written and publicised about the capture of ward committees by political 

interests and that ward councillors sidelined anyone who was not so ‘politically aligned’. Even 

ward committees have become extensions of the political party governing that ward and, 

instead of representing all the diverse interests that make up a ward, instead only sought to 

advance their own narrow interests, safeguarded and protected by their loyal servants the 

ward committee members. To what extent this is untrue remains contestable, but is certainly 

the perception and experience of the general public who do not participate in the ward 

committee system.  

This does beg the question whether the time has come to de-politicise ward committees 

and councillors.  

o Ought ward councillors not to represent their constituencies irrespective of 

political affiliations, and not have allegiance to the political party first and 

constituency second, as is currently the case seemingly across the board?  

 Should ward representation not be strictly non-partisan, as it is intended 

to be community representation in a very direct form?  

 Will this not enable ward councillors to act as the voice of 

communities in council and not the other way around? And enable 

council to in fact hold the executive to account as it is not merely 

councillors from the same party advancing the political interests at 

all costs?  

o Should ward councillor candidates be independent, ie. not politically aligned?  

 Will this ensure neutrality and a sense of obligation to constituents only, 

and not political allegiances as well?  
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These are some of the key questions that need to be answered definitively if we are to address 

the root cause of the challenges and move participatory democracy forward over the coming 

decade.  

4.3. PROCESSES AND PROCEDURES FOR PARTICIPATION  

Section 17 - Mechanisms, processes and procedures for community participation 

17. (1) Participation by the local community in the affairs of the municipality must take place through—  

(a) political structures for participation  

(b) the mechanisms, processes and procedures for participation in municipal governance 

established in terms of this Act;  

(c) other appropriate mechanisms, processes and procedures established by the municipality; 

 (d) councillors 

(2) A municipality must establish appropriate mechanisms, processes and procedures to enable the 

local community to participate in the affairs of the municipality, and must for this purpose provide for 

(a) the receipt, processing and consideration of petitions and complaints lodged by members 

of the local community;  

(b) notification and public comment procedures, when appropriate:  

(c) public meetings and hearings by the municipal council and other political structures and 

political office bearers of the municipality, when appropriate;  

(d) consultative sessions with locally recognised community organisations and, where 

appropriate, traditional authorities; and (e) report-back to the local community. 

Section 18, 19 and 20 - Communication of information concerning community participation as well 

as Notice and Admission of public to meetings 

Section 18 notably provides that when communicating information as set out, a municipality must 

take into account— (a) language preferences and usage in the municipality; and (b) the special needs 

of people who cannot read or write. 

20. (1) Meetings of a municipal council and those of its committees are open to the public, including 

the media, and the council or such committee may not exclude the 20 public, including the media, from 

a meeting [except in certain prescribed circumstances} 

 (2) A municipal council, or a committee of the council, may not exclude the public including the media, 

when considering or voting on ...: (a) A draft by-law tabled in the council; 30 (b) a budget tabled in the 

council; (c) the municipality’s draft integrated development plan...; (d) the municipality’s draft 

performance management system, or any amendment...; 35 (e) the decision to enter into a service 

delivery agreement referred to in section 76(b).  
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 (4) A municipal counciI— (a) within the financial and administrative capacity of the municipality, must 

provide space for the public in the chambers and places where the council and its committees meet: 

and (b) may take reasonable steps to regulate public access to, and public conduct at meetings of the 

council and its committees. 

PRACTICE – ARE THE CONDITIONS CREATED BY LEGISLATION USED EFFECTIVELY?     

While section 17(2)(e) of the Systems Act provides for report back and feedback to 

communities, how many councils actually provide regular report back and feedback to 

communities’ post meetings? 

 Does publishing reports on the website, for example, suffice for this purpose?  

 What of communities who struggle with data access, is feedback provided in local 

newspapers and radio stations?  

 Does the Mayor or a councillor appear on radio after each council meeting, for 

example, to talk about the key issues and decisions which affects communities?  

 Similarly, do chairpersons of committees reflect on key issues and decisions made post 

meetings to keep communities informed?  

While many of the conditions created by legislation is there, it must be accompanied by 

demand driven accountability – civil society ensuring that their municipality is adhering to the 

law and affording communities the necessary opportunities to participate and providing the 

feedback and reports required by law.  In essence, it requires a strong public that can interact 

with local government in an informed and directed manner and use the spaces available for 

participation on key decisions for more effective local solutions. 

Should civil society not be doing a great deal more to utilise and apply positive pressure of all 

the opportunities afforded by legislative provisions? 

In the first place, to measure that their municipality is in fact following these provisions 

and providing these opportunities, and where they are not, to apply the necessary pressure 

and alert the powers that be (provincial government, auditor-general, COGTA etc) that its 

municipality is in contravention of the law.  

Secondly, to ensure that it is empowering communities to participate in these processes 

when it would be appropriate to do so and practicalising the information obtained for the 

benefit of interested communities (two page budgets, succinct summaries of in-year 

reporting challenges etc).   

 Is civil society willing and equipped to put in the hard yards, attend meeting after 

meeting and do the technical work going through reports / monthly budgets for 

eg, follow the paper trail and engage with officials and councillors?  
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o Or is it more headline and sensationalist seeking in its approach (attend the 

once-in-a-while ‘sexy’ meetings dealing with controversial issues), as 

epitomised by the media? 

In the final analysis, legislation creates significant scope and opportunity for a culture of 

transparency and accountability, and avenues for participation, and whether or not it is 

utilised adequately appears to be more a reflection of the state of civil society than it is of 

local government. To a large extent and as proven by history over centuries in various 

contexts, government will always follow the compliance approach and do the bare minimum 

as required by law (until a burning crisis); to expect anything else is perhaps naïve.  

The onus rests with civil society and the citizenry to demand and apply the necessary pressure 

on local government to comply with the law and make available the opportunities and 

conditions for meaningful participation.  

 A culture of participation starts with compliance with the progressive legislative 

framework we already have and ensuring that at least the necessary opportunities and 

conditions for meaningful participation are in place.  

o If it is not in place, then it is highly unlikely that a municipality goes further to 

encourage and promote active participation of its citizenry in the decision 

making processes of the locality.  

 Do we need more watchdog organisations in fact measuring compliance with these 

provisions by every municipality, ranking, naming and shaming them for non-

compliance?  

o Compliance (or the lack thereof) is at the very least an indicator of the 

institutional capability of the municipality in question, and an indicator of its 

willingness and seriousness to genuinely involve communities in the affairs 

that govern them. 

Consistent non-compliance with more than one or two provisions is surely indicative of the 

fact that a municipality does not take community participation seriously.  

4.4. PHASES AND CYCLES OF PARTICIPATION (PLANNING AND BUDGETING) – 

MEANINGFUL PARTICIPATION OR FAIT ACCOMPLI?  

Shifting from a culture of Compliance to meaningful Engagement and Participation  

Section 23(1) of the Municipal Finance Management Act, 56 of 2003, provides that “When 

the annual budget has been tabled, the municipal council must consider any views of - (a) the 

local community”. 
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The timing of public participation in the planning cycle is unrealistic and makes it very difficult 

for municipalities to change anything, perhaps unfairly (due to the timing) setting them up (or 

appearing to) against their constituencies, when in reality these phases are prescribed and 

come way too late in the cycle to in fact constitute meaningful public engagement. In 

particular, the MFMA is the one that prescribes consultation post the tabling, which puts it 

(instead of the formulation stage as posited by the Systems Act) at the back end of the 

process.  

 

In any event, it may be worth re-considering public participation in fixed MTREF infrastructure 

spend, or put differently, on what exactly the public should be engaged on, rather than the 

whole plan and budget. The only negotiable in committed / fixed MTREF infrastructure over 

a number of years, is the location of the infrastructure. If so, then the purpose of engagement 

must be made clear by municipal communicators that this is the plan, nothing we can do 

about it, but x and y are up for negotiation. Once this is determined, should we waste 

communities time with consultation in the rest of those implementing years when the 

decision has already been made, or should the focus then shift to monitoring implementation 

and reporting progress on delivery? 

In municipalities in which own revenue is little or non-existent, there would not be too much 

room for manoeuvre in response to community needs. Own revenue allows a municipality 

the room to focus on social infrastructure (taxi ranks, amenities etc) that is much more 

responsive to community needs and wants, but this would be limited to larger municipalities. 

The premise of these points is that engaging the public creates expectation that they will be 

heard and possibly accommodated, so where this is not possible, should we create that 

expectation?  

Similarly, the IDP is meant to be formulated post-election and we could argue that the first 

year in the five-year cycle is the real planning stage. This is when public engagement, 

prioritisation etc should take centre stage for 6 months and be exhausted. Once the 

Integrated Development Plan, a large portion of which must be the product of community 
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based planning, and the accompanying Budget, have been adopted as the medium term plan, 

then community participation should focus on in year issues, monitoring implementation, 

feedback and the like in subsequent years. In other words, the subsequent years should be 

focused on IDP review only ie. opening public consultation only to indicate (if necessary and 

where applicable) that x and y has changed and that now Council has less or more resources 

and can therefore add or needs to subtract, and engaging with those communities affected. 

It is not planning afresh and must be strongly communicated as such. Only those aspects of 

the plan (perhaps policy assumptions) that has changed should be highlighted.  

This will narrow down the conversation considerably and avoid frustration and anger by 

communities who repeat wish lists and then get disappointed when it doesn’t reflect in the 

‘reviewed’ IDP. The purpose of community participation must be made clear by politicians 

and officials at the outset. These sessions could even be facilitated by independent 

moderators, rather than an us-and-them councillor-constituent confrontation as it emerges 

in some cases.  So we should engage meaningfully when it is time to engage (the crafting of 

the new IDP) and ensure limited and targeted engagement in subsequent years focusing only 

on aspects where the assumptions or necessary conditions are no longer valid. In those 

subsequent years’ feedback reports to communities on implementation (accountability), 

addressing challenges and constant improvement, should be the focus and should be regular.  

Has the consequence not been clear over the last decade in particular that communities are 

frustrated and angered because in their collective minds they have been consulted year after 

year on IDPs and Budgets, they say the same things over and over but no progress is made 

and the municipality (in their minds) is oblivious to their issues. A tick box compliance check-

list approach (we gave them 30 days to comment, we invited them to meetings, we published 

ads in the paper etc) to public consultation (not participation and engagement) is the 

inevitable consequence.  

Thus the culture of participatory governance envisioned in the policy and legislative 

provisions has not prevailed. Mechanical processes for, rather than a culture of, public input 

and engagement are the present order of the day.  

5. KEY FINDINGS  

In summary, 20 years of practice has showed that the legislative intent and provisions were 

and are largely still sound, it is in the practice and implementation where challenges have 

arisen and manifested in various ways, but that amending legislation will for the most part 

not address the practical challenges. The understanding of the legislative intent and the 

practice must be improved.  

Having said that, there are instances in which the legislative requirements have perhaps aided 

the challenges being experienced, such as the timing of community engagement in the 
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planning cycle and its effect on the final outcome (and consequently on community 

perceptions about municipalities intent even if municipalities are constrained by law), which 

are expanded on below. 

A few general observations can be made based on the practical implementation of the 

legislative framework over the last two decades. Have these provisions been implemented 

fully in most or all municipalities, even if it is a checklist or system in place to follow the letter 

of the law?  

 First, the policy and legislative framework for public participation in local 

government is largely still sound, with many of the current practices and 

shortcomings in fact emerging from erroneous interpretation and application of the 

legislative intent.  

o A culture of participation starts with legislative compliance and creating all the 

opportunities and conditions provided in legislation for communities to 

participate in municipal affairs. Full compliance is indicative, on the one hand, 

of municipal capacity to comply, but on the other is also indicative of the 

seriousness with which it treats communities’ participation in municipal 

affairs. Consistent non-compliance is surely an indicator that a municipality 

does not take community participation seriously and in fact deliberately seeks 

to undermine such participation through not availing the opportunities and 

necessary conditions which would enable communities to participate in its 

affairs in a meaningful manner.   

o There is currently no barometer measuring the levels of compliance by each 

municipality with the provisions of the Systems Act and other legislation. No 

municipality (particularly popular vote politicians) will want to be accused of 

not taking community participation seriously because of its non-compliance 

with provisions aimed at empowering communities to be involved in the 

decisions that affect them. Such a barometer may thus carry significant weight 

in the court of public opinion, and consequently affect the institutional culture 

towards community participation.  

o Municipalities have seemingly adopted a ‘bare minimum’ compliance 

approach, viewing collaborative engagement, co-production or accountability 

as a legal necessity or even irritation, rather than an imperative empowering 

tool for communities to be part of their governance. 

 Second, the timing and cycles of the IDP and Budget processes are crucial to 

meaningful participation. While the Systems Act notes the importance of 

participation during the formulation stages of the IDP and Budget process, this has (as 

a consequence of the MFMA prescription of consultation post tabling) been translated 
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in practice into consultation post the formulation of these documents ie. what is 

actually the approval phase during April-June.  

o IDPs and Budgets hardly ever change at all following extensive public 

consultation, contributing significantly to frustration, anger and distrust 

between communities who feel that municipalities waste their time with no 

genuine intention to actually change plans and budgets.  

o Nearly all municipalities open spaces for public participation in the IDP and 

Budget process during the approval phase post March, and not during the 

formulation stage. On this score at least legislation is contradictory and should 

reflect the original Systems Act position in community participation and 

engagement during the formulation stages of the planning and budgeting 

process.  

o “The existing democratic and governance system does not create genuine 

opportunities for shared spaces of negotiation and collaboration – stoking a 

sense of frustration and alienation for the majority of urban residents.”6 

Participation exists only in processes that are a fait accompli.  

 Third, the ward committee system, while in design and intent sound, has in fact 

resulted in polarisation of communities along political lines and gatekeeping by 

resource focused ward committee members who see other structures as a threat to 

the role of the ward committee, when ward committees were supposed to be the 

focal point, not the only point, through which participation was to be mobilised.  

o The legislation emphasises that only local and metro municipalities may 

establish ward committees, a discretion which was likely based on the risks of 

entrenching one particular structure over others, but nonetheless sought to 

establish some formal mechanism through which community participation and 

representative democracy could be mobilised and channelled. Of course it was 

also a consequence of the time in which it was created, in which the country 

was still fresh out of mass civic activism and subsequent deliberative processes 

of rebuilding the country.  

 Now, in an entrenched system and in significantly different times, as a 

country and in which technology and social media (for example) have 

become important communication and voicing tools in the public 

space, the need and desire for formal structures in which a few people 

                                                             
6 Isandla Institute, Planning for Informality: Exploring the Potential of Collaborative Planning Forums, Draft 

Framework, 29 October 2012, page 4.  
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participate and make decisions on behalf of others has very little to no 

appeal (except perhaps to the very poor and digitally illiterate).  

 Other community groupings and organisations, who may not have a 

voice on the ward committee, are an integral part of any community 

and have a right to be heard. Formal ways of linking ward committees 

and councillors with such structures and organisations should be 

explored and championed by ward committees themselves to build 

trust and demystify the image it has as a gate keeping structure.   

o In any event, ward committees have not been made part of a coherent 

sequential system of governance in any given municipality in which, for 

example,  

 The first meeting in a month or quarter is the ward committee meeting 

 the key pointed minutes of the ward committees then inform 

the agendas and decisions/ recommendations of the portfolio 

(section 80) committees 

 which then are deliberated and decided upon in Council 

 And then formal feedback to the next ward committee meeting 

about the outcomes of the Council, why certain decisions were 

made, how it will feed into the planning cycle etc.  

 Without such a structured and substantive focus, ward committees will 

remain a contesting ground for position and resources, rather than a 

mobilising and representative structure for communities they are 

intended to serve. In their current form and function, ward committees 

add little value to the decision making and accountability value chain. 

o The size and number of ward committee members, as well as their roles and 

responsibilities need to be reconsidered, particularly in our context. Perhaps 

the legislation should set parameters, as opposed to fixing numbers, that in a 

metro a ward may not exceed x number of members, while in a local 

municipality it should not exceed y number – informed by the number of 

inhabitants within a ward. It may also not be less than 10 members (for the 

smaller municipalities). 

 This approach would in any case be consistent with national 

government not encroaching or impeding a municipality’s right to 

govern, on its own initiative, the affairs of its community. However, 

most municipalities have not taken the initiative and gone further than 
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ward committees in facilitating structured participation in municipal 

affairs.  

o The contestation within ward committees make it very difficult not to have the 

ward councillor as the chair of the ward committee, but in practice this results 

in the gatekeeping and politicisation of the structure, rather than a forum for 

genuine community participation and representation aimed at influencing 

development outcomes and processes.  

 Finally, the nature or form of municipal information either increases or diminishes 

the divide between ‘us’ and ‘them’. Municipalities and their officials often hide 

behind convoluted language when it wishes to ignore and push their pre-determined 

plans and programmes, and use public consultation to rubber stamp them, or so it 

appears. This angers communities.  

o Local communities may be consulted, as legislation necessitates, but they are 

not routinely equipped with relevant information and insights to participate in 

a deliberative process of determining priorities and trade-offs. There is also 

usually a lack of feedback to communities, once consultative processes have 

run their course. 

o Perhaps due to the urgency of delivering services and ensuring that budgets 

are passed in a timely manner, consultative activity during the budget cycle 

almost exclusively focuses on budget preparation only and enactment.  

o For the vast majority of citizens and even policy analysts, public finance is 

difficult to decipher, and this is further complicated by intricate governance 

arrangements. Without the tools to demystify and navigate the maze-like 

nature of municipal finance, money flows in the local government space can 

be quite indecipherable. Making sense of what this means for service delivery 

in poor communities can be even more bedazzling. 

o Although laws and policies are mostly accessible, actual development plans 

and projects are not. Even in instances where information, such as budgets is 

available publicly, it is in a manner that is not easily relatable to communities, 

and information on resource allocation in particular is rarely presented in a 

way that affords ordinary people the opportunity to make informed decisions 

on policy positions. As such, communities are not able to establish how 

resources are allocated and whether they are in fact allocated in a manner that 

contributes to the progressive realisation of rights and effective service 

delivery. 

o The lack of transparency in relation to municipal plans and policies further 

exacerbates hostility between communities and the municipalities concerned, 
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while mobilised communities with access to the correct information are able 

to resolve many disputes that affect them.  

6. RECOMMENDATIONS  

The almost universal sentiment echoing from the research, with regard to the regulatory 

framework for public participation, is that we have a generally sound and enabling legislative 

framework. Changing or amending legislation is unlikely to have a material or significant 

impact on the extent and quality of public participation in South Africa.  

The far greater problem has been the interpretation and application thereof in practice, as 

well as the capability of citizens and civil society organisations to engage meaningfully with 

the raft of technical documents and budgets compiled by municipalities as per their legislative 

obligations.  

For example, there is still a common lack of awareness at grassroots level of the 

legislative imperatives and rights they bestow on citizens to demand accountability and 

access to information form their municipality. In fact, we must invest significantly more in 

monitoring compliance with the letter and spirit of the legislative provisions, per municipality, 

and have a ranking system on the quality of ‘people centered governance’, so as to improve 

practice and benchmarking / peer learning. This is a role civil society is well positioned to play. 

Translating and simplifying complex plans and budgets into practical realities that 

communities can engage with is another key area where civil society should be more active.  

 That is to say that the IDP and Budget must be dissagregated per ward, in simple 

language and figures, spatially illustrated, in no more than 3-5 pages for that ward. 

 A so-called citizens IDP and Budget (again, no more than 5 pages each) must be 

published for public consultation prior to approval. 
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However, one key amendment may 

significantly alter the value and 

meaningfulness of public participation:  

Public participation must occur earlier 

in the planning cycle, during the 

formulation phase, and not the approval 

phase (when it is a fait accompli and 

renders public participation 

meaningless).  

This would require amending the 

planning phases in the legislation, in this 

case to read that subsequent to the 

initial formulation stage (ending Nov of 

the prior year), a public engagement 

phase is undertaken (January – March), 

and subsequent thereto, the approval 

phase for final consultations (April – 

June) as we now have it.  

 During the approval phase, semi-

final drafts can be published for 

written comments (consultation) 

by all stakeholders, allowing the 

public (in theory) to assess the 

extent to which the public 

engagement inputs are reflected.  

 Make it obligatory is to publish a 

report on the changes as a 

consequence of the public 

consultation and engagement 

phase, so as to report back to the 

public on how its input has been 

considered and utilised.  

 
These few amendments may make a 

substantial difference to the value and 

meaningfulness ascribed to public 

participation and engagement, and may 

shift the culture of tick box compliance 

Can legislation in your view in fact make a 

difference to practice?  

Professor: Changing legislation on public 

participation will have very little effect. 

The root cause is political. As long as the 

incentive framework for councillors 

(party allegiance secures an income that 

would otherwise be out of reach) 

remains unchanged, I don’t see much 

prospect in amending legislation to 

improve public participation.  

Municipal Official: There is enough 

framework legislation to enable public 

participation. “While there is value in 

having a basic regulatory framework 

that will ensure the creation of spaces for 

citizens to engage the state and the 

institutionalization and resourcing of 

such spaces, it is crucial to allow some 

flexibility that will allow for creativity in 

engaging the state. Current mechanisms 

have failed to offer this.” 

Provincial official: Legislation 

facilitates a supportive environment 

for public participation and it is 

necessary that it supports rather than 

impedes public participation. What 

we had seen in the past was that in 

dictating how the public must 

participate in local government 

created a compliance box, and 

anything outside of that box, 

however creative and effective it was, 

was criminalised (would lead to a 

qualified audit opinion). There is no 

doubt a need to reform some aspects 

of the current legislation such that it 

is fit for purpose. 

NGO member: The political culture in 
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to one in which a concerted effort has to be made by municipalities to ensure that planning 

and budgeting responds to the needs of communities and is understandable and relatable to 

those communities, thus bridging some of the current trust deficit and divide in which 

communities feel unheard and disempowered (intimated by the technical nature of budgets 

and plans). Municipalities must also ensure clearer communication on the purpose of 

community participation and not create roadshows and other fanfare around a fait accompli. 

When it is a review, only communicate that which is reviewable and up for negotiation. If not, 

should we bother.  

Perhaps we can then move a bit closer to people centered development in which meaningful 

collaborative input and engagement is a reality. Not merely lip service in the form of a fait 

accompli ‘consultation’ where draft budgets and IDPs never change after public participation, 

but bringing life to the constitutional objective of ‘involving communities and community 

organisations in the affairs that govern them’.  

This may restore some hope in ‘the right to govern on our own initiative’ and the vitality of 

local democracy.   

 
                                                             


